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Urbanized Areas
- Atlantic City, NJ (01846), Urbanized Area
- East Stroudsburg, PA-NJ (25948), Urbanized Area
- New York-Newark, NY-NJ-CT (63217), Urbanized Area
- Philadelphia, PA-NJ-DE-MD (69076), Urbanized Area
- New York--Newark, NY--NJ--CT (63217), Urbanized Area
- Atlantic City, NJ (03898), Urbanized Area
- Allentown, PA--NJ (01495), Urbanized Area
- Springfield, MA--RI (01582), Urbanized Area
- East Stroudsburg, PA--NJ (25872), Urbanized Area
- Trenton, NJ (08608), Urbanized Area
- Washington, NJ (92377), Urbanized Area

Urban Clusters
- Bridgeton, NJ (08310), Urban Cluster
- Browns Mills--Fort Dix, NJ (10891), Urban Cluster
- Franklin--Highland Lake, NJ (13445), Urban Cluster
- Hammonton, NJ (08036), Urban Cluster
- Jefferson Township North, NJ (42978), Urban Cluster
- Mystic Island, NJ (60930), Urban Cluster
- Newton, NJ (07306), Urban Cluster
- Salem, NJ (08079), Urban Cluster
- Washington, NJ (07882), Urban Cluster
- Cape May, NJ (08204), Urban Cluster

Map showing urbanized areas and urban clusters in New Jersey with labels for each location.